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Abstract— Wireless ad-hoc networking has become an

Typically, MANET has the following features [3] [4]:
Autonomous terminal, Distributed operation, Multi-hop
routing, Dynamic network topology [5], Fluctuating link
capacity [6] and Light-weight terminals. These features
create a set of assumptions and performance concerns for
protocol design which extend beyond routing design guide
within higher-speed and semi-static topology of the fixed
Internet.

irreplaceable technology in modern communication system
where communication infrastructure is insufficient or
unavailable. Ad-hoc network is a collection of self-organizing
nodes that are rapidly deployable and adaptable to frequent
topology changes. The evolution of the Multimedia
Technology & the Commercial Interest of Companies to reach
civilian applications has made QoS in MANETs an
unavoidable task. Resource limitations and variations add to
the need for QoS provisioning. Use of MANETs in critical and
delay sensitive applications demands service differentiation.
Maintaining appropriate Quality of Service (QoS) for
MANETs is a complex task due to the dynamic behavior of the
network topology. The goal of QoS provisioning is to achieve
network behaviors that are deterministic, so that information
carried by the network can be better delivered and network
resources can be better utilized. In this paper, we are going to
analyze the multiparametric approach to perform QoS
analysis of mobile ad-hoc network.

II. QUALITY OF SERVICE (QOS) [9]
For a network QoS is the guaranteed amount of data
transfer from one place to another during a certain time. The
QoS can be defined in terms of set of service requirements
met by the network during packet transmission. The
collective effect of service performance determining degree
of user satisfaction is QoS. The QoS metrics can be defined in
terms of certain parameters; such as bandwidth requirement,
delay occurred, packet loss probability, and delay variance
(gitter). Based on particular application, the end user
requirements need to meet during packet transportation.
There are certain issues and difficulties faced in these ad-hoc
networks that result in consideration of certain QoS
provisions in the networks. These issues and difficulties are:
unpredictable link properties, node mobility, bandwidth
constrains, limited processing and storing capabilities of the
device, limited battery life, hidden terminal problem,
exposed terminal problem, route maintenance and security.
QoS provisions are not to extinct overhead but to keep it as
low as possible. QoS and Overhead are interlinked and work
on expense of each other.

Index Terms— MAC, MANET, QoS

I. MANET FEATURES
Mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) is wireless ad-hoc
network in which mobile routers and associated hosts got
configured by itself [1]. Local network with associated
wireless and temporary plug-in connection are the part of
network when they are closely associated with the network.
The MANET topology is arbitrary and dynamic [2].
Network topology may change regularly and at
unpredictable times. Routers freely move randomly and
organize themselves arbitrarily. MANETs do not have fixed
infrastructure. Mobile nodes in these networks act as both
host and router, and communicate each other with packet
radios.

A. Acheive Qos
QoS achievement is must for today and future era of wireless
communication. QoS can be achieved by
1. Over Provisioning
By adding plentiful capacity to the network, QoS can be
achieved. This methodology is easy and can be done
gradually but this is not practically feasible. Here we will
attain QoS at the expense of other factors and will remain at
best effort terminology.

Figure.1 mobile ad hoc network

2. Network Traffic Engineering
Network traffic engineering is more feasible methodology to
attain QoS in network. By making network more
sophisticated, we can achieve QoS. Network sophistication
can be achieved by defining network classes, connection
admission control and by efficient management of the
network. Reservation based engineering scheme i.e
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integrated service (IntServ) helps in achieving QoS rather it
is a network consuming process. Here huge storage capacity
and processing overhead for each host are used to maintain
flow rate information. Reservation less engineering scheme
i.e differentiated service (DiffServ) is light weight model
since individual flows are aggregated.

with B. Again C cannot detect communication from A but
can detect Communication from B. C is hidden from A and A
is hidden from C.

III. COMPROMISING PRINCIPLES
QoS achievement is based on two basic principles. The two
principles are Soft QoS and DYNAMIC QoS [7]. In SOFT
QoS, after connection is set up, there may exist transit period
of time when QoS specification is not honored. The level QoS
satisfaction is quantified by the fraction of total disruption. In
DYNAMIC QoS, when available resources change, the
network can readjust allocations within the reservation
range. Applications can also adapt to the re-allocations.
IV. PARAMETERS TO PERFORM QoS
ANALYSIS
There are a lot of factors that affect the QoS provisioning in
MANET. These factors are physical layer connections,
medium access control, routing protocols, transport factors,
bandwidth constraints, node variability and energy
constraints.

Figure 3: Exposed Terminals

Figure 3 shows nodes A, B, and C can all detect
communications from one another. However, Only C can
detect communication from D. Node B wishes to send to
Node A and Node C wishes to send to Node D. So Node B
begins transmitting to Node A and Node C recognizes this.
The medium is in use so Node C can not transmit to Node D.
Even though both transmission requests could be made going
in opposite directions without great risk of collisions the
transmission does not happen. This is because Node C is
exposed to Nodes A and B while D is not.

B. Physical Layer Connections [11]
Limited wireless range and shared frequency space leads to
specific mobile ad hoc problems. Due to physical layer
connections, there are high risk of collisions and packet
losses because ad-hoc network uses contention based
approach to access media. Collision risk and packet loss is
due to the fact that not only are the wireless network Nodes
communicating on the specified wireless frequency but other
non network nodes may also be using this same frequency
generating additional noise reducing the ability of the
MANET to pass traffic. Due to physical layer connections,
there are hidden and exposed terminal problems.

C. Medium Access Control [12]
There are some medium access problems in wireless
networks. The signal strength decreases proportional to the
square of distance. Sender would apply carrier sense (CS)
and collision detection (CD) but collisions happen at receiver
side, If terminal is hidden CS and CD fails. So in order to
avoid collision, MACA (multiple access with collision
avoidance) is used which uses signaling packets for collision
avoidance. The signaling packets used are request to send
(RTS) and clear to send (CTS).These signaling packets have
receiver address, sender address and packet size. MACE
avoids the problem of hidden terminals and exposed
terminals. To achieve reliability, acknowledgements are
used.
D. Routing Protocols [10]
A routing protocol sets up a routing table in routers. There
are certain issues that act as barrier in QoS provisions.
Frequent route changes amount of data transferred. Route
changes may be related to host movement. We have to
achieve some goals of routing protocols for better QoS
provisions. These goals are to decrease routing related
overhead and to find short and stable routes.
E. Transport Factors

Figure 2: Hidden Terminals

Wireless transmission errors may cause fast retransmit
which results in retransmission of lost packets and reduction
in congestion window. Reduction in congestion window in

Figure 2 shows node A wishes to communicate with B.
However A cannot detect communication from C but can
detect communication from B. C also wishes to communicate
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response to errors is necessary. Longer connections are at
disadvantage compared to shorter connections, because they
have to contend for wireless access at each hop. TCP
throughput decreases with increase in number of hops [8].
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V. CONCLUSION
2

QoS in MANETs is rapidly increasing area of interest. The
effort of providing QoS in MANETs is difficult. A complete
QoS provision requires an appropriate QoS model,
signaling protocol, routing protocol, MAC protocol, various
supplementary mechanisms as policy managers and
queuing mechanisms for congestion control and others.
Link adaptation in physical layer, channel access
coordination and admission control strategies in MAC layer
are possible QoS provisioning classification. QoS routing is
key issue in provision of QoS in ad-hoc networks. There are
some open issues that affect QoS provisioning like physical
layer connections, transport factors, bandwidth constraints,
node variability, energy constraints, scheduling
mechanisms and integration / coordination with MAC
layer.
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